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X-RAY LASER "OSCILLATOR-AMPLIFIER" EXPERIMENT_

• Gregory M. Shimkaveg, Michael R. Carter, Bruce K.F. Young, Rosemary S. Walling, Albert L.
Osterheld, James E. Trebes, Richard A. London, Ricky P. Ratowsky, and Richard E. Stewart

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
P.O. Box 808, L-43, Livermore CA 94550 USA

and R. Stephen Craxton
Laboratory for Laser Energetics, University of Rochester

Rochester NY 14623 USA

ABSTRACT: We present results from experiments directed toward increasing the degree of transverse
coherence in x-ray laser beams. We have concentrated on the neon-like yttrium (Z=39) collisionally-
pumped x-ray laser as the test system for these studies because of its unique combination of brightness,
monochromaticity, and high-reflectivity optics availability. Attempts at improving laser performance using
proximate feedback optics failed. Modest success has been found to date in "double foil" experiments,
involving two x-ray lasers spatially separated by 29 cm and shot sequentially in an "oscillator-amplifier"
configuration.

Introduction and Background

The future course of x-ray laser science in the United States will depend strongly on the timely
demonstration of impactful and worthy applications. Dennis Matthews and David Eder have in these

Proceedings discussed in detail a number of uses for x-ray lasers, some of which crucially depend on the
extremely high peak brightness inherent in these sources. The primary obstacle to widespread utilization
of x-ray lasers as real technological tools for applications use is the expensive, burdensome, low duty cycle
nature of the very large optical frequency drive lasers required. Matthews has described new, more efficient
and less costly high energy laser hardware and designs; alternatively, Eder has laid out ideas for new kinds
of x-ray lasers pumped by subpicosecond optical lasers, which are much smaller and cheaper systems in
comparison to inertial fusion class lasers such as Nova at LLNL. A second significant obstacle facing x-ray
lasers in applications is the degree of spatial coherence of the output beam. Spatial or transverse coherence
(or equivalently the "number of transverse modes") affects the tightness of focus in high photon energy
nonlinear optics experiments, the resolution and magnification in microscopy, and the sample volume
accessible to interferometry or holography uses. In this paper we describe an ongoing effort to characterize
and improve the transverse coherence of a particularly convenient x-ray laser, neon-like yttrium at 155A
wavelength.

. The experimental setup, target geometry, diagnostics, and initial results were presented at the
LASERS '91 Conference and appear in some detail in the Proceedings. (1) Hence we refer the reader to that

, text for detailed description and present only a brief reacquaintance here. The standard set of operating
parameters were as follows. The target consisted of a substrate of 12 _g/cm 2 lexan, onto which was coated
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100 I_g/cm2yttrium metal lasant, then overcoated with 4 to 5 _g/cm 2 carbon for environmental isolation and
stability. These targets were up to 2.52 cm long in plasma length and were heated with 0.53 I.Lmwavelength
light in a line focus at 1.4x1014 W/cm 2 peak intensity in a 500ps FWHM Gaussian-shaped pulse from Nova.
The width of the line focus was nominally 100 _m and reasonable longitudinal uniformity of illumination

' (+15%) was obtained by overfilling the target foil with light. The Nova beam was incident from the carbon-
coated metal side of the target. A second beam was available to irradiate a second target, with independent

. control of its line focus characteristics and delay time. The soft x-ray amplified spontaneous emission (ASE)
from these targets was found to be very reproducible (better than +30% in beam-integrated fluence shot-to-
shot) and relatively insensitive in its peak brightness and angular divergence characteristics under typical
+_20%Nova pump shot-to-shot delivered energy excursions. The on-axis spectroscopy from these targets
shows a single dominant line, the j=3/2 core 2p53p J=2 to 2p53s J=l transition at 154.97/_. The data shown
in Figure 1indicate that from the longest length targets, this line is at least a factor of 30 brighter than all other
x-ray laser lines and of order lxl06 brighter than spontaneous. Such a ratio is consistent with the measured
small-signal gain coefficient of 5.3 cm "1for this transition.

Hence the neon-like yttrium x-ray laser is bright, consistent and reproducible, and very nearly
monochromatic. In addition, favorable optics technology is available for manipulating these short-
wavelength beams. Molybdenum-silicon multilayer coatings (hereafter abbreviated Mo:Si) are available
with normal-incidence reflectivity of 50% or higher, and importantly, with bandwidths as large as 7%, so
that excursions from normal incidence by as much as 15° can be usefully reflected. This opens up the
possibility of large numerical aperture curved optics for focussing, collimating, relaying, and imaging. The
particular combination of laser output character and the availability of high efficiency manipulative optics
makes the neon-like yttrium system especially well suited to test ideas for coherence improvements.

The principal diagnostic instrumentation for these studies has been our wide angle beam divergence
camera (BDC) and our coherence diagnostic (CD). The BDC employs a flat 45°-incidence 4 inch diameter
multilayer mirror for energy selection and thin beryllium filters for visible light rejection to relay a cross-
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- . FIGURE 1. At left is an axial spectrum of a short-length Ne-like Y soft x-ray laser. Some Na-like emission lines are
visible which serve to calibrate the wavelength scale.(2) The dominant J=2 line partially saturates the spectrograph,
causing the wide low-level "pedestal" on which the line sits. At right is the instrumentally unsaturated spectrum of a

_ longer length target. The intensity scales are internally consistent for these two plots. These spectra were lined out
at the angle of peak laser emission, about 12.5 milliradians to the metal side of the geometrical foil axis.



sectional "footprint" of the x-ray laser beam onto a microchannel plate intensified camera with a 65 mm wide
by 80 mm diameter active area. At 1376 mm from chamber center, this gives a full field of view of
approximately 51 milliradians. The microchannel plate is time gated off after the laser pulse by firing a fast
photoconductive Auston switch. We use the BDC as a high reliability monitor of beam angular pattern

i

behavior in these studies, as induced changes in coherence could also manifest changes in angular profile.
Any such changes must be known before attempting direct spatial coherence measurement with the CD
because of that instrument's narrow angular acceptance. The CD intercepts a 1 milliradian by 1 milliradian
square patch of the x-ray laser footprint and passes it through an array of linear slits. This array contains
structures with spatial scales 5 I.tm to 1 m_xa,so that the multi-slit diffraction pattern recorded 5 meters
downstream on an x-ray streak camera samples a range of spatial frequencies in a single shot. The contrast
of the fringes in the diffraction pattern is the figure of merit in the measurement of coherence. The practical
method of analysis of CD data is to form the ratio of the Fourier transforms of the measured pattern and the
autocorrelation function of the slit array. The result, called the complex coherence function g, is
parametrized by a quantity which scales with length. The function g has magnitude unity at zero length and
tends to zero at long length; the half-width of g at some conventionally chosen amplitude (usually 0.82) is
called the spatial coherence length of the beam, as measured at the slit army. Alternatively, the inverse
Fourier transform of g is called the aperture function A, which has a shape fittable to a Gaussian or other
single-peaked symmetric bounded curve. The b-WHM of the fit to A is called the aperture size, and can be
conceptualized as the transverse size of the intrinsically incoherent emitting region which would produce
the identical diffraction pattern as the data. An example of the data from the CD and other input to the analysis
procedure is found in our Proceedings contribution from last year's conference. (1)

ResulIs from simple, isolated 8ingle-foil amplifiers

Figure 2 displays beam pattern data from two essentially identical shots of nominal 2.52 cm long
yttrium soft x-ray amplifiers. The main lobe of radiation is peaked at about 11-14 milliradians off axis toward
the metal lasant or incident pump beam side of the target axis (in the images of Figure 2, the target foil plane
is vertically up-down, with radiation incident from the left, or east). The width of the main lobe is about 10
milliradians east-west by 20 milliradians up-down. About half of the shots show a weak secondary lobe of
radiation west of the geometric on-axis location (such as illustrated in shot 22111103 of Figure 2); in these
cases, there is usually a local minimum of intensity at zero milliradiansl By way of comparison, the
geometrical divergence of an emitter of our typical yttrium plasma dimensions is approximately 3.3
milliradians. Refraction of the propagating x-ray laser beam by electron density gradients in the plasma tends
to bend rays in curved trajectories away from high electron densities out toward the vacuum. The trajectory
equation is

1 ^ Vn
R e" n (1)

A

where R is the radius of curvature of the beam path, e is the unit principal normal to the beam, and n is the
index of refraction in the plasma at the soft x-ray wavelength, given by

1

• ne) _ (2)n = (1- --_c

, Here, ne is the electron density (at peak gain time, ne is roughly 5×102°/cm 3) and nc is the critical density
for propagation of electromagnetic radiation in a plasma
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which is 1.2×1023/cm3 for 2_.1551. Hence the indexof refrac- _ +89 -79 ps
tiondiffers from unity by 0.2% at peak gain conditions, and this
difference vanishes over scalelengths of order 100 _m. The "_

precise ray trajectories determinedfrom equation (1) depend on "-_
the assumed form of the electron densityvariation in space and
time, but from the orders of magnitude of the quantities in-
volved, typical radii of curvature R run from a few centimeters ._
to a fewtens ofcentimeters, andthe typical refractive path length
traversed by a ray before leaving the gain region ranges from a _ -10 0 10 20
few millimeters to a few centimeters, angle (rnrad)

Our modelling efforts provide calculations of the cleo- relative to XRL axis
tron density profiles and gain distributions of our yttrium
plasmas• Post-processor propagation codes have had some FIGURE3.CASERpropagation codeealcula-lions of beam patterns for the targets and shot
successin reproducing theobserved beam footprints. In Figure conditionsof the experiments whose data are
3,a ray-tracing code called CASERcalculates outputprofiles at displayed in Figure 2.

• different time intervals, demonstratinghow thebeam sweeps in

z amplitude and angle with time as the density gradients relax. The time-integrated calculation comes close
to the pattern observed in shot 21101616 of Figure 2.

• Spatial coherence measurements of single targetsshow aperture sizes rising from around 65 Itmat



very early timer in the x-ray laser emission to 150 l.tmat the peak, rising very slowly thereafter. This character
of monotonic increase is in line with the expectations of expanding source volume. However, these sizes
are in magnitude substantially larger than the width of the pump beam line focus. In addition, the refractive
effects noted above should be an intrinsically coherence-improving attribute (sometimes called "mode
stripping"), especially so in light of the small angular sampling of the CD. The yttrium x-ray laser is
simultaneously worse in both divergence and coherence than would be ascribed by geometry.

Attempted coherence improvements in singlo-foil targets

Concepts to enhance coherence in the output of single x-ray amplifiers fall into two general
categories: (1) reducing or limiting the transverse spatial extent of the amplifier source region, or (2) coupling
some of the output back into the amplifier by means of proximate feedback optics. Under category (1), we
differentiate between transverse extent in the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. To limit in-plane
expansion of the gain region, localized or tailored deposition of the lasant material has been suggested, such
as strip, tria,agle, or bow-tie shaped pattern on the plastic foil substrate. Issues of concern with regard to these
designs are fabrication difficulties and storage and handling stability of the cold target foils, and potential
mixing and dilution of the lasant when heated. We tried two shots with strip targets and the results were
disappointing; peak output fluences recorded were of order 10-2 of that from equivalent length nominal
planar foil targets. To limit out-of-plane expansion, a short time duration of the heating pulse is required.
We have attempted this using a 200 ps pulse at 1.4x 1014W/cm 2 onto a 35 I.tg/cm2 yttrium foil. Peak fluences
in this experiment were a factor of ten below nominal, but that is commensurate with the decreases in pump
laser energy and target density. In other words, in this experiment we found that the output per ion per second
was equivalent to a nominal target. However, the divergence pattern recorded was very unusual. Four
intensity maxima were found, above and below the horizontal midplane in both the east and west of the target
foil plane. The contrast between these maxima and the saddle points along the horizontal midplane was more
than a factor of four. We do not presently understand the origin of this vertical breakup of the beam. The
coherence of this beam was measured, giving a horizontal aperture size of 42 I.tm,more than a factor of three
improvement over the standard design.

We have made extensive attempts to couple x-ray laser emission back into single amplifiers using
nearby multilayer reflectors. At distances of 3.5 and 5.0 cm from amplifier center, using substrates both flat
and concave with radii of curvature 3.5 and 7.0 cm, and coated with either Mo:Si or the higher damage

threshold combination molybdenum disilicide-silicon (MoSi2:Si), we attempted to reflect the 155/_ x-ray
laser emission back into the gain region of otherwise standard single foil amplifiers. There was no
noteworthy change observed in either intensity or divergence pattern for any of these combinations. We
believe the likely cause of this failure was radiatively induced shock heating of the multilayer, resulting in
ablation, interdiffusion, and mixing of the layers comprising the reflective coating, ali during the early stages
of the optical laser-target interaction. It is quite possible that both scattered optical light and thermal x-rays
emitted from the plasma contribute to this failure mode. As a test, we made a measurement of the shock-
heated reflectivity of a flat MoSi2:Si mirror, placed 5.0 cm from the center of a nominal target. The x-ray
laser emission from one end of the amplifier was reflected back at a small angle away from the amplifier and
allowed to copropagate with the direct emission from the other end out to the BDC. A small portion of the

• direct emission near the angular peak was eclipsed by a narrow metal cross. Placed near enough to the end
of the amplifier, the vertical member of this cross did not block the reflected beam. The horizontal member
blocked equivalent portions of both beams. As recorded at the BDC, the signal appeared as a normal beam
pattern, with a double shadow superposed. In the horizontal shadow, where both beams were blocked, was



a background level exposure. In the vertical shadow was background plus the reflected emission. In the
remainder of the image was background plus.reflected plus direct emissions. Making the appropriate data
reduction, the time-integrated reflectivity was measured as 5.3%. Knowing that the cold reflectivity of this
coating was in excess of 40% suggested that failure of this multilayer occurred very early in the x-ray laser

• emission time history, with reflectivity falling from its cold value to zero after less than 50 ps of x-ray laser
on-time (about 200 ps in optical pump laser on-time). Clearly less confidence can be expressed regarding
the survivability of Mo:Si coatings, and as well for the MoSi2:Si coatings in at 3.5 cre. No measurable effect
was recorded in the feedback experiments using MoSi2:Si coatings at 5.0 cm; perhaps the round trip bean,,
flight time of 330 ps was too long and the weak reinjected signal arrived after the gain had largely dissipated.

In summary, we found that attempted coherence improvements in single yttrium amplifiers were
highly problematic. The only clear success came by limiting the plasma out-of-plane dimension using a 60%
shorter pump pulse and lower areal density target. This design may in time serve as a high coherence
"oscillator" in our double target experiments described henceforth.

Spatially separated_double tar..getexperiments

Having well characterized the divergence and coherence properties of single-side-ix'radiated ampli-
tiers, we can consider these as elements in more complicated design architectures. In particular, we have
undertaken to seed a yttrium amplifier with the mode-selected output of another yttrium laser. For the
purposes of identification only, we call this initial laser an "oscillator", in direct analogy to the familiar
optical pulsed laser arrangement. The schematic of this experiment is shown in Figure 4 below. The
amplifier sits at chamber center with the lasant facing east, just as for a single foil target experiment. The
oscillator is centered 10.0 mm vertically above and 3.6 mm east of the amplifier, is pitched 69.3 milliradians
(-4°), and its lasant faces west. There are no yaws; the planes of the two foils are parallel to each other. At
L=14.43 cm axial distance, at the loaction where the extension of the two foil axes would intersect a
horizontal line, a flat Mo:Si multilayer is placed, and oriented so that its normal is pitched 2° in a plane parallel
to the foils. The amplifier is shielded from direct view of the oscillator (from scattered light and thermal
radiation which would preheat the foil), and also from any stray optical laser light that might come from the
west_ The oscillator is excited at time T=0 by a pitched line-focussed pump beam incident from the west.
Its downward-going output is relayed to the amplifier at time 2L/c by the multilayer, the characteristic
refraction of the oscillator beam providing the necessary east-west deflection of the optical trajectory to
couple to the amplifier. The amplifier is thereby seeded with a beam which impinges at an angle of 12.5
milliradians to its geometrical axis. The second optical pump pulse strikes the amplifier foil at the delayed
time of T=2L/c+A relative to the first pump pulse, where A is the delay relative to the seed injection time.

up schematic double-target architecture divergence:
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_S target 1 ( oscdlator ) shot refraction angle 25 mrad vertical
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This delay is a free experimental parameter. .,,'......._......."_"....._
As indicated by Figure 4, what the BDC records from a ..

double-target experiment consists of two components. First, .._ ,_,i_::._; '_"
there is the output from the amplifier, which peaks to the east of

. the amplifier's, geometrical axis. Second, a remnant of the
oscillator appears to the west of center in the recorded footprint, _

which is formed from that part of the reflected oscillator beam not i'_:

eclipsed by the target foil or other target hardware structure. In -_l'i__..':,
the sample double target beam pattern displayed in Figure 5, this _:,,,_'<',"_,..:
remnant stands out clearly as a half-moon shaped signal (bounded
by shadows from the target foil holder and the hole in the optical i:
alignment mirror on the target structure). On shots where the '
amplifier output pattern includes a secondary lobe of radiation,
this oscillator remnant is overwritten and is much more difficult

to discern. However, the simple presence of the remnant dem- FIGURE5. BDCimage ofa doubletargetshot
onstrates that both the oscillator lased and the multilayer re- beampattern. The amplifier output is at lefl (east

fleeted as designed. We have not seen any evidence of multilayer of center) and the partly eclipsed unused re-fleeted oscillatorbeam remnant is at right (west).
failure at the 14 cm distance in these double target experiments.

We have found experimentally that amplifiers with shorter, wider geometries seem to give the most
pronounced effects in intensity enhancements when seeded with an oscillator beam. Given a fixed amount
of pump laser energy, wecan vary the line focus length and width in a coupled, reciprocal fashion, ifthe peak
intensity of 1.4x1014 W/cre 2 is to be maintained. We have observed (with sparse statistics) that a 1.68 cm
long, 150 [xm wide amplifier definitely shows the effect of seeding, and there is some evidence that a 0.68
cm long, 300 lxm wide amplifier does as weil. The most definitive series of experimental observations as
of this writing are displayed in Figure 6. Shown are east-west lineouts of BDC data from three shots, all
involving 1.68 cm long by 150 vm wide amplifier plasmas. The lowermost peak is that from an isolated
amplifier. A factor of 2.8 higher in amplitude and shifted 4 milliradians outward in peak position is the output
of an amplifier seeded by a nominal 2.52 cm long by 100 txmwide oscillator, where the additional optical
pump laser delay A was +100 ps. In this case, the x-ray laser photons from the oscillator arrived at the
amplifier 100 ps before the amplifier had evolved into an optimal amplified spontaneous emitter. The density
gradients would at that time have been steeper than those experienced in the transit through the oscillator or
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within an unseeded amplifier. The observed angular offset in this experiment is thus physically consistent
with the character of the amplifier plasma at seeding time. We emphasize that this particular pattern is the
only beam profile observed for any experiment to date that peaks outside the range 10.5-14.5 milliradians.
The uppermost lineout in Figure 6 is from an otherwise identical oscillator-amplifier experiment, except that

• the optical pulse delay was made equal to the x-ray round trip time (or A---0).Here the highest yttrium laser
outputs to date were recorded, and significantly, in a beam which peaks at the nominal refraction angle of
approximately 12.5 milliradians.

The amplitude variation of the double target experiment output, and perhaps more convincingly, the
systematic behavior of the angular location of the peak emission, is strongly suggestive of successful
coupling between the oscillator and amplifier. However, it is obvious from Figure 6 that the hoped-for
narrowing of the seeded amplifier output beam is absent. In fact, the full two-dimensional angular footprint
from this shot is essentially indistinguishable in character (except for the factor of five increase in amplitude)
from a typical isolated amplifier. This is unfortunate, both because a narrowed beam would be of more
practical utility for applications work, but also more importantly because it suggests that as well the
coherence properties of the double target output might be compromised. The central question at this time
is whether the amplifier plasma acts as a lens or as a scatterer. If the refraction through the amplifier is
smoothly varying, then its effect on the seeded beam is similar to that of a rather complex lens. In that case,
the coherence character of the beam should be essentially that of the oscillator, i.e. low Fresnel number, long
coherence length, small aperture size. By way of analogy, the refracted and distorted image of a star (which
is a fully coherent source by virtue of its distance) can in principle be compensated for and refocussed by
appropriate optics to a diffraction-limited focal spot. However, if the refraction through the amplifier is
nonuniform and significantly spatially varying over distances less than a mean refraction length, then the
beam propagates as separated flux packets, individually scattering off perturbations and dephasing relative
to the initial seed and to all the other packets. In this event, the effect is that of a scatterer and all coherence
improvements owing to the seed beam are lost. The definitive measurements will be done in 1993.
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